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So that’s it for us, the rally season is done and dusted, but hopefully there’ll be quite
a few more good riding days left before the snow and ice set in. We do seem to
have been away most weekends this year, with the usual MAG rallies where we
work our fingers to the bone. But this year we’ve been to some where we can just
lay back and take it easy.
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We did our first Hog on the Humber this year and the weather did us proud. The
sun shines on the righteous as they say in some circles. Unfortunately due to other
commitments, we were unable to ride over the bridge, but we’re hoping that there
won’t be a clash next year. I believe that everyone had a good old time lazing in the
sunshine and enjoying that special hospitality of the rugby club.
The Baildon rally was also a cracking weekend, the Sunday ride-out to Harewood
House was again well supported with around 500 bikes making the trip. As ever
though, I have a tendency to overdo things. We nipped down to the pub to watch
the Rugby League Challenge Cup Final and I proceeded to have a go at emptying as
many “Old Speckled Hen“ barrels as I possibly could. By teatime I was pretty well
dieselled up. We waddled across the road for a curry and then returned to the
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campsite for the evening’s entertainment. We thought that having a hour’s sleep before the band started would be a good
move to recharge the batteries a little. I came round from my slumbers to the sound of the band wafting across the field. I
woke Carol, and heard that immortal phrase “this is our last song”. It was 12.25am, we’d crashed and burned, and missed
the whole thing. However, it did mean that I was stone cold sober for the Harewood ride-out.
The final two rallies took place in Hull and Chorley. The Spat out of Hull rally started as a fund raiser for those who had lost
stuff in the flood at the 2005 Farmyard Party. This was the sixth rally held at Dene Park Sports Club on the outskirts of Hull
and although it is no longer a fund raiser, it is still a brilliant party. And to cap it all, it is a flat camping area, no rolling off
the air bed.
As I write this we have just returned from my other club’s rally. The North West Harley Club’s Shindig is held at Adlington
Cricket Club just south of Chorley in Lancashire. We always seem to meet up with new people and they become new
friends. The Caledonian HD Club usually turn up in great numbers, but it may have been the weather that kept them at
home because only one turned up this year. On the strength of having a fairly long chat with him, one rally we will not have
to miss next year is the Wallace, held at Stirling Castle.
One big thing sits in my mind about this life on two wheels, the camaraderie and friendship that exists is second to none.
Our circle of friends has rapidly expanded over the last few years, Belgium, Holland, Scotland, England and dare I say it?
Yes, even in Lancashire.
You may not meet up with them from one rally to the next, but when you do, it is wonderful catching up with everything
that has happened. I love it.
Onto this edition of our esteemed rag— I’ve received quite a few contributions for which I heartily thank everyone. It is
always easier to put it all together when I have stuff with which I can work, rather than struggling to fill out a few pages.
We have tales from Mount Etna, Spain and Scotland, so there has been a lot of travelling going on. I have also received a
few photos without stories, I still think they are worth publishing, but I’m afraid they will have to wait until the next issue.
Morgan’s piece about riding in Northern Spain is bit of a long one, but it makes interesting reading. I shall split it into three
parts, the continuations being in the next editions of AVT. Besides, it gets quiet over Winter and not much comes into AVT
Towers.
Sue P has sent some good stuff as well, I’ll save some of that for Winter as well.
Being the closest to me, I took my bike over to Preston HD for its first service. I was impressed by the shop and its café
area, and the staff are very friendly and efficient (as with all dealerships I suppose), but they are Lancastrians and had to get
the dig in about me being from Yorkshire...
Shiny side up!!
Dave

Oh aye, nearly forgot— my sh*tty
brown Harley (as one “mate” calls
it), won the trophy for the Best Big
Twin at the Shindig. It’s a nice little
trophy as well, it looks great with
the lamp shining through it.
TTFN chums
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Welcome to the September edition of the AVT, and once again a big thank you to
Dave Malt for editing this edition.
As we all now know Leeds, Manchester & Doncaster Harley Davidson have
closed their doors. I feel very sorry for the entire staff at all the Dealerships who
have lost their jobs and hope they all find new jobs very soon.
As far as our Chapter, Aire Valley is concerned, we will carry on as normal. I have
spoken to Marjorie Rae and HOG have agreed to adopt our Chapter until a new
Dealer opens in our area, or for a minimum of 18 months. After 18 months if a
new Dealership has not opened we will have to re-negotiate with HOG. There is
no reason provided that we continue abiding by the HOG Charter, that period will
not be extended. I understand that there are parties showing an interest in Leeds
and in negotiations with Harley Davidson but nothing has been agreed at this time.
As soon as I hear anything you will be informed.
Anyone with any warranty work they need to get sorted can take their bike to any Harley Dealer for that work. The
warranty is from Harley-Davidson not a specific Dealer.
I know Harley World Chesterfield have already sorted out warranty work for some of our members, and are offering Aire
Valley the same discount as their own members on parts, accessories and clothing.
Burt Perry is now at Newcastle Harley-Davidson every Tuesday, Wednesday & Saturday where he would love to see any
old Leeds customers. He can sort out Bike sales, Clothing, Parts, Accessories. He can also help with any Warranty Claims,
Servicing & Repairs. Burt will also give Aire Valley members the same discounts as LHD did. His number is 07805 555 097
or email: burt.perry@newcastleharley-davidson.com
If you are looking for somewhere nearer to home Paul or Andy at Thunder City can look after all your servicing and repair
needs and will use genuine Harley-Davidson parts and oils if you prefer.
Panther Trikes now offer servicing and repairs of Harley-Davidson's and have taken on a Harley trained mechanic to carry
out the work. Just contact Joe Davidson for details
Dave Keep one of our members and the ex head mechanic from Leeds Harley Davidson is offering home servicing and
repairs.
Get Geared on Regent Street Leeds are also offering our club 10% discount on all stock items. The official Aire Valley
Rideouts will leave from Get Geared until further notice. Paul from Get Geared has been fantastic stepping in at short
notice and allowing us meet up and does a great bacon butty. Thanks Paul
So to conclude - Aire Valley continues as normal. But we all need to promote the Chapter as much as is possible to try to
recruit new members, now that we will not be getting any new members through LHD.
By the time you read this the riding season will be drawing to a close, I have had a great season and generally pretty dry on
the whole. I started the season with the "New Members Ride" followed by the "Rain or Shine Ride" then off to catch the
Sunday night ferry to Belgium, where I met up with some Essex Chapter members for a week of exploring Holland and
Belgium. We did the usual day trip to Amsterdam to look at the sites, and also toured around some of the World War I
museum's very interesting. Great roads all in all, and even better weather.
Then on the 29th April down to the "Cider Rally" in Weston-Super-Mare. This is a great rally at the start of the year, and
always very well attended you have to get in early to get on site accommodation. The weekend after that I went to our club
weekend in Masham organised by Sue & Mick Pearce as always a weekend to remember, for anyone who has not been I can
wholeheartedly recommend the weekend. Once again I suggest you book early, it's always full.
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On the Sunday I left Masham, I went home with just enough time to change bags and catch the Sunday night ferry to
Zeebrugge, Then 3 lovely sunny days riding down the A & B roads to the Euro Fest in St Tropez. (After last year's snow and
rain, I said I would never go again but just could not miss out on my ninth year there) We had a tremendous trip down and
back and a great Rally while we were there. One of the best European Rally's I have ever attended and would recommend
it to anyone.
I missed out on the Annual European Rally held in Beograd Croatia, but I was told by everyone that attended that it was a
fantastic Rally held in a wonderful resort.
Sunday 29th May saw me on the Sunday Ride-out lead by Clive and Keith and the following weekend I went down to "The
Big Brum Bash" good beer at cheap prices. Friday 17th June I went to the Peak District Rally held at the Bath Hotel in
Matlock Bath, a much better hotel than I expected. There were a good few Aire Valley members in attendance we all had a
great time, for anyone who is looking to go to their first Rally and doesn't want to travel too far this would be a great one
to try. The Peak Riders are a very friendly crowd and will make you feel at home.
The following weekend saw the "Druids Run". It's the only time in my life I have ever got up at 3.45 am, Quick wash,
luggage down to the bike and ready to leave to see the sun rise on the East Coast. Never did see the sun rise because of the
torrential rain, woke up by the time we arrived at Manchester Harley-Davidson. Anyway despite the early start I think that
everyone that took part had a great day and felt a deal of satisfaction in finally seeing sunset in Southport. So despite the
sheer hell of getting up so early I would like to thank Sue & Mick for once again arranging a great event and raising money
for the Air Ambulance, what a good weekend it was.
Five days later I was riding down the M62 on my way to "Hog on the Humber" what a great weekend we all had 3 fantastic
bands, brilliant DJ. Fun and games mixed with incredible weather, what could be better. The 2 rideouts went without
incident and the Sunday Ride to the Bridge was the best ever. After the Bridge crossing I was approached by a number of
members from other Chapters and a couple of sport bike riders to say it was the best Road Marshalling that they had ever
experienced. I agreed wholeheartedly. On the Sunday we had help from the Peak Riders Road Captains who did a great job
for us, so thank you to them. Thank you to Joe Brezinski for leading the ride from Leeds Harley Davidson to meet at
Brantingham. No one could have put more effort in to the games, Thank you Marie and Phil. To Allan Ward and our entire
Road Captains a big thank you. You could not have done a better job. Dot & Rob worked tirelessly to organise this event, it
would not happen without them. So a Big Thank You to Dot & Rob, Well done. It goes without saying that we are all
looking forward to next year celebrating our 10th Hog on the Humber.
My next Rally was the "Fenlanders 19th Rally" held at the Fakenham Racecourse, 2 nights B & B in a local pub next to the
Rally what could be better. On the Friday night we were told by one of the pub locals of a short cut back from the
Racecourse, he said we would need it as the local taxis closed around 10.30pm. Leaving the bar around 12.30 we
discovered he was right - none of the taxis answered the phone, We were of course. Completely sober - having only spent
around 6 hrs in the bar drinking beer and watching the band. Anyway, we set off to find the shortcut, we did eventually find
the pub and it only took 2 hours. Don't know where we went, it was clearly the blind leading the blind. Next morning in
the light of the day we found it took less than 10 minutes to walk back.
August saw the "SOFER Rally" and "Thunder in the Glens" both were fantastic with great bands, lots of entertainment.
The two rallies are the biggest in the UK and well worth attending. The Sunday I left the SOFER Rally I went down to
Dover and on the ferry to Calais, I've never spent any time in Northern France but what a lovely part of the world I had a
great time. On the way home I called in at the Essex Rally to meet up with some old friends.
The Geordie Chapter invited Aire Valley to their Dealership the weekend before their own Rally - the Heart & Soul - at
Gosforth Racecourse. We had great weather and met the Geordies at Washington Services they escorted us to the
Newcastle Dealership for a BBQ. We had a good day and made very welcome by all.
My final Rally of the season was last weekend at the Geordie Rally. Great to meet up with old friends although found it
quieter than previous years and that's about it. However, as you are reading this I will be on a road trip in Spain and
hopefully much warmer than you are! I must say it has been another good year, it just goes too fast.
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As you all know it is the election of Chapter Director at the November meeting. I will be standing again this year. For
anyone wishing to stand I will explain the procedure. As we no longer have a Sponsoring Dealer, you don't need to get
approval from anyone. You have to have been a active full member of the club for a minimum of three years. At the
October meeting you have to read your manifesto and then answer any questions members wish to ask about your
manifesto or how you propose running the club. The vote will take place at the November AGM. We will ask one of the
local Dealers to adjudicate and verify the vote. If you are standing will you let me know before the October meeting so we
leave time in that meeting for your manifestos. I will not be available at that meeting as I am away on a bike trip around
Spain. So far no-one has put in for the position.
I intend to continue running the club in the same way as I have been over the last two years. I will continue trying to
improve communication within the club, continue with text messages and emails, continue with varied ride-outs and all the
usual club events. I will try to expand the Humber numbers for the 10th anniversary. I will also look at the possibility of
having our own club Rally or perhaps a joint rally with another Chapter or Chapters. So to conclude in my opinion "if it's
not broke don't fix it"
I hope to hold a New Members BBQ late October or early November and a text will be sent out beforehand confirming the
date. This is not just for New Members anyone who is prepared to meet this years members and include them into their
biking lives is welcome. I will need to know numbers so text back if you are able to make it.
Wendy is holding a Ladies of Harley event at Hawkshill Social Club in Guiseley on 22nd October at 7.30pm. She informs
me it’s going to be a fantabulous night of Rock and Roll and Jive and we will all Drink Dance and be very Merry! Wendy
goes to a lot of effort to set up these events and it is her policy to include partners. So come on let's all try and support her.
Most importantly, you only have to pay for your drinks
Regarding the rideout texts - I ask you to text back and confirm as I need to have numbers so I know how many teas and
bacon butties are required. The Lead Road Captains also like to know how many bikes to expect.
If you change your number let Sandra know on 0797 382 0181 or text the Aire Valley Blackberry 0796753 5235. If you
change your email let her know by emailing your new details to sandra@rawdonroad.co.uk. If you don't want to receive
the texts let me know by texting "remove this number" to the Blackberry
Remember to book your tickets for the Noble Comb Christmas Party & The Parkway10th Annual Dinner Dance. You can
do this by phoning Sandra or texting the Blackberry.
I would like to thank all members, old and new for continuing to support Aire Valley and especially the Committee who
have worked tirelessly throughout the year. Tony and his Road Captains have done a brilliant job and I am extremely
grateful for the time they give to organising the Rideouts. Thank you all
Just one last thing - Good Luck to Sheffield members Chris Jarman and Louise Lewes who are finally tying the knot on 4th
November, we all hope you have a Fabulous Day and send our very best wishes to you both.
Congratulations to Mary Thom and Steve Hedley on the birth of their grandson Freddie. Mary is now officially a glammie
Cheers Mike

(By ‘eck, dunt ‘e go on a bit, ed)
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In May this year, Steve and I set off for Croatia to attend the European Rally. We boarded the ferry at Hull and travelled to
Zeebrugge and began our journey through Belgium, Luxemburg, France, Germany, Austria, Italy and Slovenia. We finally
arrived in Croatia five days later and I have to say that Croatia is still as beautiful as I remembered it as the former
Yugoslavia. Not only that, the Coast road we took was as smooth as a billiard table and presented us with stunning views
around every bend – and there were lots of bends.
The rally was well organised, entertaining and was well worth the journey. It was attended by thousands of bikes, not just
Harley’s but a variety of bikes. There were many different nationalities of people too including a few Brits from Aire Valley.
After a week in Croatia and once the rally was over we found ourselves in a bit of a dilemma where were we going next?
With a month left to ride before returning to the mundane life of work etc. How on earth were we going to fill the time?
The decision was soon made - We were going to Island hop and ride up Mount Etna. So we made our way surprisingly
through Bosnia to Dubrovnik where we boarded the ferry to Bara in Italy, we then rode across the bottom of the boot, onto
another ferry to base ourselves in Sicily.
After a good night sleep and a hearty breakfast we headed in glorious sunshine to the national park and made our way to the
lower slopes of Etna. We took in the scenery and the sights of the authentic villages and towns before we began our ascent
up Etna. Our ride took us through the forest and wild landscapes and along immaculate winding climbing roads – some not
for the faint hearted. We stopped for refreshments at the café below and laughed at what an excellent club ride out we were
mapping out. We were unaware at the time of how appropriately named this café was.
So once refreshed we began our climb further up the slopes of the volcano and we
began to see the outer edges of the lava fields and remnants of the destruction the
lava had caused. It was quite an eerie experience and brought home the power of
nature, something we were about to experience ourselves.
Two kilometres from the highest point you can go by road we found ourselves
driving in heavy cloud which of course broke whilst we were in it. The rain that
poured is indescribable and the beautiful sloping roads became like fast flowing
rivers. Steve aptly described it as trying to ride up a waterfall. So we had to
abandon our climb and make our way with great care to the lower slopes and back
into the sunshine and there we pulled over.
Now those of you who have been with the club for the last five years may
remember my hubby’s reaction to me choosing a pink jacket, the pink jacket that
has kept me dry on many occasions. Once again it served me well on Etna as did
my Harley trousers. Unfortunately the same cannot be said for Steve’s attire. His
jeans were so wet he took them off and wrung them out. So there he was in the
middle of the road on the side of Mount Etna in his underpants which caused a few passing motorist to slow down and stare.
I’m sure they were wondering what had happened. One bike even pulled over to check we were ok.
I couldn’t stop laughing and of course I had to get the camera out. This was far too good of an opportunity to miss; a shot
for the AVT was needed.
Disappointed we made our blow-dry journey descent down the slopes through the national park to the coast. We even
found a town which was twinned with Killarney on our way back.
Unperturbed by events the previous day, the following morning we set off for a second attempt to reach the end of the road
on Etna and we successfully did and here are some photos to prove it.
We would have ascended further by cable car but for some reason they were not running that day.
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The next day we left Sicily and continued our island hop to Sardinia and Corsica before returning to mainland France where
we visited the Rhone valley, rode the Millau Bridge and began our next adventure to ride the Pyrenees which took us into
Andorra and into inland Spain, where we disturbed an eagle with its dinner, which was a six foot snake, but that’s another
story.
A week based on the northern coast of Spain and then a trip to visit family in Cornwall finished off our trip before returning
to Leeds. Over a period of five weeks and three days we had ridden in twelve countries, rode 5300 miles on the bike and
approximately and 1100 miles on ferries.
Can’t wait for Portugal next year!

Words and Pics
Kath Crowther
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By the time you read this the riding season may be over!
It’s September 18th as I write this update and I’ve just finished cleaning my
bike after riding through a cloud burst on the way back from the ride-out to
the Sycamore dealership in Uppingham – thanks to Graham Walker and
Tony Rounding for leading the ride.
At the start of the season who would have thought that we would end the
season without a sponsoring dealer? Incredible, but there you have it. My
best wishes go to all the staff who found themselves jobless on that fateful day
in July when Leeds Harley Davidson closed its doors for the last time.
I was on holiday when the dealership closed and I would like to thank Mike
Gaunt for acting so decisively in arranging a new venue for the remaining
2011 ride-outs. Get Geared have made us very welcome and have gone the
extra mile by opening an hour early on Sunday ride-out days AND putting on bacon butties and coffee. I am sure
everyone will join me in thanking Paul and all the staff at Get Geared for making us so very welcome. Great stuff
guys.
I hope everyone has enjoyed this season’s rides and appreciates the time and commitment the road captains put
into planning and leading the ride-outs. It really does involve a lot of work and for that I would like to formally
acknowledge the professionalism of each and every road captain. And I would also like to acknowledge the group
riding skills of Aire Valley members – this makes the lives of the road captains a whole lot easier. Thanks guys and
gals.
As the years go by it becomes more and more difficult to come up with new and varied destinations for ride-outs.
If you have any ideas, draft an outline route and pass it to one of the road captains – it will be much appreciated.
Not much to report on the Safety Officer stuff as most of it is picked up in amongst the HRC and ride-out
activities. However, there is a highway code quiz on the website that I hope members found of interest and the
Safe Riding ‘classroom’ session that I ran earlier in the season can be re-run if members think it would be useful?
On the downside, we had an accident in April whilst on the less formal Zimmer Club rides and our best wishes go
to John Davison who continues to make progress with his recovery.
It’s the end of my 14th season with Aire Valley and it’s also the end of my second stint as Head Road Captain. I am
standing down as HRC and I would like to thank all the road captains for their help and support over the last two
seasons – particularly Richard Wilton and Allan Ward as assistant Head Road Captains. I couldn’t have wished for
a better team and I look forward to donning the yellow vest next season and riding with all the road captains once
again – if the new HRC will have me!
Let’s hope we have good weather for the 2012 riding season and a new sponsoring dealer.
That’s all from me as I sign off for the last time.

Tony Burns
Head Road Captain and Safety Officer
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Not much of a problem choosing this year’s destination. We didn’t
go anywhere last year, everything got too busy. Simon had
committed to a charity ride with people from the world of theatre
and I had decided to spend midsummer in Sweden. It might sound
feeble but there were many other factors. Our 2009 trip to
Denmark and Sweden is remembered as the wettest ever, a return
held no attraction whatsoever. Warm and sunny weather was high
on the wish list and we remembered North West Spain as a brilliant
trip. We decided to go there again and have a different route,
towns and hotels. With the destination decided, Simon set about
planning it all.
We will be riding through and staying in four regions of Northern
Spain - Castile & Leon; the largest autonomous community in the north with a predominately Mediterranean climate,
Galicia is another autonomous area with a warm summer and some rainfall throughout the year. The mountain region has
significant snow fall in the winter months. Asturias is a principality and a self-governing community, warm humid summers
with considerable sunshine but also some rain. Cantabria & Leon is the largest self-governing area in North Spain. The
weather is predominately Mediterranean.
As always, we’d both almost forgotten about it until a couple of weeks before setting off and you think, “Bugger, we’re
going in two weeks time”. Must make sure the bike is in order- it was not, it had to be recovered to Leeds HD for some
new relays. In the meantime Simon had been on another theatre charity ride and been away on a sort of lesser celebrity
ride. I had suffered from not wanting to go out on the bike in the bad weather, it had only been out of the garage four times
since last year and two of those were in the back of a van. To top it all, the doctor had put me on antibiotics a week before.
I was, as a result, a bit worried to go but overcame that with browsing at places we were going to and reading menus.
Packing didn’t appeal to me at all, but it got done bit by bit over a few days, I had saved up old underwear and shirts that I
would throw away on a daily basis and sort of spread my DNA along the route.
What you are about to read now is not meant to offend anybody and is merely my thoughts and notes from a bike trip.
There may be passages and mentions that apply to a particular person; I hope they take it in good spirits. The references to
quality of food and hotels are there as a guide to what was good or bad.
On Saturday June 25th we set off, Simon from Norwich and me from Leeds. It had been the usual talking about what we
would need to wear to survive the ride to Plymouth. Simon had a personal consultation with the local television weather
guy who promised it would be dry. My thought was that I hoped he would be better at predictions and more precise than
Paul Hudson and BBC Leeds. I even think he somehow manages to organise bad weather and has a smirk on his face when
he announces it is going to be raining or snowing.
On my way from Leeds I went passed the big sign, National Forest, each time I pass I wonder where it is. Other reflections,
why do so many new cars have lights that look like they are from Woolworths Christmas tree lights? The warmish weather
got cooler and greyer as I travelled south. We met at Corley Services on the M6, had a coffee and cookie and set off to
Cheltenham where we stayed overnight. There was more riding around than I anticipated in finding the Hotel du Vin. It is
not a cheap place to stay and eat but we did have some sort of discount. The hotel is of the category boutique, nice modern
and sort of functional. The two washbasins were not deep enough to drown a mouse. I suppose a sink wash is not the
fashion any more.
We dined with a friend of Simon and his son in the hotel. We were all happy with what we had to eat but most people
would wince at the sight of the bill. The hotel had a heated nicely kitted out smoking shack outside where we could indulge
in a cigar.
Sunday, got up at about eight after a fitful night’s sleep. We briefly discussed who had snored most or made whatever
peculiar noises. Down for breakfast, pack and set off towards Plymouth and the ferry. Nice and warm to start, got even
warmer as we ended up in a traffic jam where the lanes were too narrow to ride between the cars. I thought I was going to
melt in the leathers. The jam lasted quite some time and it didn’t help that a caravan had been in an accident and caused
more congestion. The landscape was as beautiful as it can be in the sun, all the green interspersed with fields of other
colours.
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We made good time to Plymouth, waiting for check-in and other functions only took half and hour. There were more
BMW bikes than any other make, that’s the McGregor/Boorman influence. Some of the riders were so small that they
would have looked better on a funfair bike but somehow their legs extended when mounting the trial bikes. Just behind us
were three young men that were going to cycle from Santander back to Britain, a very brave venture. One of them lit a
peculiar looking roll up, maybe that was the key to happiness on the road or maybe their fuel? To my great relief, there
were men strapping the bike down on the ferry, I have never understood the workings of the strap and almost panic just
looking at it. A lovely girl spoke to me with the best Allo, Allo accent and gave me a card. I didn’t understand or could not
hear in all the noise, but looking at the card I realised it was a reminder of where the bike was parked - good idea. It was
surprisingly easy to find the cabin, with a bed each and a balcony, very nice. I couldn’t wait to get out of the riding gear and
plonk myself on the balcony in underpants and socks only.
We went for an investigation of the facilities and found the usual feeding places and kiosks. French food is either good or
bad, no in-between. I had a sandwich, which was the worst I ever had. If you pay with Euros you are seriously out of
pocket, one item that is £1 costs 1.3 Euros. We saw the statutory drunken Scot dancing around with a plastic police hat on;
and this was only two hours after we had left port. We returned to the cabin to relax and Simon slept blissfully on the
balcony.
Dinner in the restaurant Flora where there is a choice of a buffet or A la Carte. We decided on the latter for the fear of
eating too much. The food was very passable, to start, we both had large prawns wrapped in potato strings and deep-fried.
For main course Simon had pork fillet with small pancakes filled with cheese and ham, I had sole with a potato concoction
and haricot beans, both very nice. Next we had a fennel cheese in parcels served with small slices of bread. Last of it all we
got soufflé with a glass of Grand Marnier. Better and more inventive than on most ferries. This would of course have
sounded much better in French but that would have meant me stealing a menu. It was all washed down with a pretty
standard Sancerre.
While we were eating, we concluded that the average age of the fellow diners, us included, was closer to 60 than 50. It was
like Madeira at sea. School holidays not on yet, and we have not heard one scream. Fresh air and wine has made us tired
enough to go back to the cabin for a bit of sorting, reading and sleep.
Monday, up at eight and waiting for breakfast to be brought at nine. Neither of us are normally in bed for that long, but
there is not much we want to do on the boat, so sleeping or snoozing is a good way of wasting time. I opened the door to
the balcony for some fresh air, well it wasn’t that bad in the room but still... I remember being on guard duty in the army
and having to wake someone in each hall where up to 40 soldiers had spent the night. One was almost knocked out by the
stale air and stench. Breakfast arrived on a tray, bread, croissants, jam and coffee, all brought by a young version of Rene
Artois. Breakfast on the balcony became impossible with thunder and hailstones outside. This cleared within an hour and
was replaced by sun and warm air.
Now there is just the wait to get off and go on to our next stay. Disembarking went very quickly and a wall of heat met us.
Once out of the harbour area we had to stop to change into cooler riding gear. We then set off to get out of Santander, me
cursing the incompetent driving of the locals every other minute. I wondered if they haven’t been used to general car
ownership for very long, after all, the car can’t have been every man’s property here for that long. No indicating, cutting
you up at will and last minute lane changing. As usual Simon was in charge of the route and all bookings, and his assistant is
the Satnav that will now be called Nora.
Well out of the urbanisation, we started riding in what can best be described as an alpine-like landscape. Beautiful views,
very green and of course a totally different fauna to Southern Spain. We were on a motorway with little traffic and there
was plenty of opportunity to have a look around. Over the next 40 miles we went through 8 tunnels and numerous viaducts
with stunning views either side. It was all very spectacular to see. Eventually we came upon the plains, which were as
boring as the previous had been entertaining. Endless field of corn or wheat or whatever interspersed with groups of wind
farms. The heat was still almost unbearable and now it had become dusty too. Simon turned off and after a while we came
into a dusty town called Aguilas de Campoo, where we had a sandwich and a drink in the bus station café. Most uninspiring,
don’t go unless you are desperate, we set off back onto the motorway. On entering the plains, we were only meeting traffic
once every 10 minutes. This is clearly another wonder financed by the dreaded EU. In Britain the traffic monitor would
have said “no cars, no need for a motorway”.
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This went on for seemingly ages. Because of the lack of traffic there was no need for service
stations, I was running low on fuel and had to get into conservation mode. At this stage
there were lots of expletives. Note that I am not blaming the Spanish for taking what the
idiots give them to build the roads.
We finally got to Ampudia, the village where we were going to stay, and found Casa del
Abad. The hotel consists of an emblematic building dated from the 17th century, which was
once the house of an abbot. It had been restored by the present owners and there is a lot of
old furniture and decoration. The restoration made a very modern room in which to stay, it
had a washbasin like no other I have seen and the water came from a square contraption
coming out of the ceiling. Behind the basin was a mirror, you needed to concentrate to see
yourself in it because of all the facets, dots and cuttings, and of course, the square water
pipe. I discovered that if I closed one eye, I’d got a massive nose reflected in the water pipe
and a normal size face in the mirror, almost like a Dali painting. The toilet roll holder could
only to be reached by the sort of robot you see building cars. I noticed that the light over the bed where I planned to sleep
was hanging at a precarious angle; I took the chance that it wouldn’t fall down. Generally, the building workmanship was
well below par. When we arrived we were so looking forward to a dip in the pool, no go, it was out of service.
After dumping the luggage and parking the bikes, we went in search of a beer or two. Unbelievable, the bar man was just
flushing the system with water. It took 5 minutes to find two bottles of beer, partly I think, because Simon asked for
Spanish beer. Later we were quite content with two Heinekens. When the barman had finished the cleaning, we had
another few whilst sitting in a nice courtyard. I noticed a plaque on the wall which, I think, listed all the names of the
contributing family, Don Jesus, Angel etc., I suppose that may be comforting for some and make them feel they are in safe
hands. Back up to our rooms for some relaxation before dinner, we cannot eat before 2030, very late and very Spanish.
Simon read out the choice of two restaurants in the hotel and that one claimed to have five Michelin stars. My comment
was; certainly not here, you can only have three in any one establishment. I was concerned that it was all a promotional
write up and an oversell for the food.
I struggled with the room air conditioning that said 18 degrees, the temperature was more like 28, I was hot just in
underpants. There was a long list of facilities advertised as available in the hotel; none of the ones I wanted were available.
It was notable that we had to pay 10 Euros to park in the hotel underground car park.
Dinnertime came and while having a pre-dinner drink, we spoke to a couple from Holland. There were various
comparisons of how they lived and how we lived. The man talked about the immigration to Britain of both people from the
old colonies and that most Eastern Europeans had Britain as their main destination leaving their home country. They were
amazed that there seemed to be so many people that could live in Britain and not work at all. We discussed how this could
be controlled, in this the question of identity cards came up. They were amazed that they don’t exist in Britain, in Holland
they are accepted as good and help make society work. They were interesting and pleasant so we shared a table for dinner;
there was only one other couple in the dining room all evening. Unsurprisingly, it was very expensive, on a par with top
class establishments in the UK for pricing. I think we were all reasonably happy with what we got but it took a long time to
get it. Was it worth the money? Certainly not, you could have had as good a dinner for three rather than two at a more
prestigious restaurant. But we were of course captives in a village of 400 inhabitants and didn’t want to go anywhere else.
The cheaper restaurant in the hotel was more like a cheerful café. We drank a red local wine that was surprisingly good and
a Pedro Ximenez sherry with the desert. The latter is almost like drinking liquidised raisins, very nice.
Tuesday. Had breakfast, which was a bit basic considering some of the other excesses of design in the hotel. We tried to
have a coffee out of the Lavazza machine but were unsuccessful; a young man came to fix it. We still didn’t have much
luck, then it dawned on me, you have to stroke it and talk to it like you do with Italian cars.
We packed and tried to pay, but the computer was playing up so we had to come back later. I think it was the boy at fault
again because the girl had no problem. You may think I found many things wrong with the hotel; on the whole it was
reasonable but tried and failed in many promises. Another reason might be that I have watched too many Hotel Inspector
programmes, stayed in hundreds of hotels during my working life and become too critical.
We then went to fill up with petrol. I detest those Spanish garages where they insist on filling the fuel. Simon was first and
got the whole of his tank drowned in petrol and dried of with a rag.
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My turn and I asked the boy to be careful, as a result he didn’t fill it full and it was somehow too difficult to start again.
The first 40 miles of today was on a single carriage road, no traffic at all and nearly all very good surface. We went past one
settlement after the other and they all had a church big enough for a congregation of a village 50 times their size. Because
we were riding in the middle of fields, the onset of insects were tremendous, my windscreen was not far off looking like it
had been smeared in porridge.
The miles to our destination for today were 98% on motorway. It is my considered judgement that we only met another
vehicle on average once every mile whilst being on those. Including the miles travelled yesterday, approximately 300, there
were only three service stations on the motorway, with others in some obscure village. This irritated me because I am very
unsure about the petrol gauge on the bike. Most Harley owners know it is not a wonder of science and can show anything. I
tried to do a sort of calculation of how far and how fast to have an idea how much is left. As it is now it can show the petrol
light when there are 2 or even 5 litres left. It has been like that ever since the Polish “wonder boy” at Eddie’s had the tank
off a few years ago. Maybe I need to have it seen to, but the above and a few other incidents have given me a mechanic
phobia.
When we next needed fuel we went off where it said it was sold and spent 20 minutes looking for it. It was the classic, off
the motorway into a roundabout with three exits to choose from and no signposts. There was a choice of places that served
food so we asked the petrol man which was best. I am sure it was run by his cousin, the food was less than appetising despite
its name, El Gourmet. There were two women in the bar; Simon thought they were the kind that looked after the lorry
driver’s need of sex on the road. One was even classified as a smack head.
Out on the road again and according to Nora, we were 1500 metres high. The scenery changed during the day from the
plains to mountainous and barren or green. I have never seen as many wind turbines, they must be more receptive to them
here than in the UK where it seems to be a major infringement on peoples life and health. However, they are further away
from built up areas. It became cloudy and after a while it got quite cold but there was nowhere easy to stop and put more
on. After a good hour or so we started a descent and it got gradually warmer. Nora found our next stop without any
problem.
It was one of the fancier B&Bs that I have stayed in. It had six guest rooms, an outdoor pool, an indoor pool, a sauna and a
spa. The caretaker manager told us the owner had spent some 1.2 million Euros in the latest update, I understood he
thought it was a ridiculous thing to do. It was called Hotel Dona Blanca and is situated in a village called Leiro. It was a mix
of old and new with stone, steel and glass as the main materials. The new, edgy and modern bit was displayed towards the
public, but the old part at the back was really the nicest part and the bit I remembered from their website. The rooms were
very big and nice with natural wood floors. We were the only guests and could choose which rooms we liked best.
Breakfast was available in the morning but we had to go over to the small village square for dinner. Simon asked if Wi-Fi
worked in the rooms. The caretaker displayed a blank face. After further attempts his face lit up and he said “you mean
wiffi?” All resolved and it worked nicely about 10 metres from his computer. If we planned to be out after ten at night, the
caretaker told us to make sure to take the front door key because he would be asleep. We can’t eat before 2100, what’s
wrong with these foreigners, why eat so late?
I sat around writing and playing Free Cell, (my addiction), for a while before I joined Simon by the outside pool in the
sunshine for a bit of reading. I felt it was too cold to for a swim, but not for him, though getting past the crutch line caused a
bit of hollering.
Dinnertime. The younger man in the bar came out with what looked like a bit of a till roll and read out the menu. It’s good
that Simon speaks what sounds to me fluent Spanish but on this occasion I understood all that was on offer. Almost a typical
Spanish set up, boy serves, and mother cooks. The unusual part in this establishment is the father that seems to be
mesmerised by American cartoons like the Simpsons. He was clearly very good at delegating, we couldn’t understand how,
he only seemed to grunt or tut. Perhaps it was all in code? We ate and drank as much as we wanted and it all came to 34
Euros, very satisfying. We had earlier concluded that the village was a meeting place for philanderers and this was
confirmed later, at least in our minds. The conclusion was that all the single people that turned up to became couples and
must have something to hide.Whilst sitting outside we also decided that the somewhat decrepit dog that lived in the street
had an aversion to white cars. They all had to be aggressively barked at and chased away on limping legs whilst other cars
were fine. Maybe a white car was the cause of the limp? Off to bed early tonight, it feels as if it has been a long day.
To be continued.

Words Morgan Gustaffson. Pics Simon Nicholls
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Directly from Bisley, 7 of us went straight to the ferry at Dover for a 6 night stay in Picardie. This was a great way to take
in a few days in France and extend the SOFER rally (we just never want to come home). We rented a town house at St
Valerie sur Somme which was 90 minutes from Calais so we were at our house in France early evening.
Our first night out at the local bar was during a terrible rain storm, but the bar staff were after a little while most
welcoming and the bar became our port of call after a days riding. We were about 2 hrs from Paris so one day we visited the
Palace at Versaille. This was a different kind of trip for Mike G but he said that “he had to say he enjoyed himself”.
I think a trip to France after a Bisley proved to be an excellent idea and one that we might repeat.

Words and Pics
Sue Pierce
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Allan Ward’s bike
scenically juxtaposed on a
tour of Scotland

A young man “enjoying” a very
special birthday celebration

Don’t they make a lovely couple?
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Whilst some ventured Northwards earlier in the week to enjoy the open roads of Scotland, many of us headed up to
Aviemore on Friday, August 26th. Cracking decision and timing as we only encountered about 5 hours of riding in the rain!
Still, Sandra didn’t mind, she loves that kind of thing! Clive led us up to Jedburgh and then his friend John took us the rest
of the way. Allan Ward kindly kept a watchful eye at the back to ensure we didn’t fall off.
It was the 15th anniversary of the rally, and it didn’t let us down. Possibly the best rally in Europe, even when the weather
doesn’t want to play ball. Friday night saw the usual array of Rock, Blues, Disco, Soul and Country and Western bands;
something for everyone. There were also the usual stalls offering everything from spurs to new bikes as well as a wonderful
display of birds of prey, which kept me amused for hours, to the dismay of my co-travellers who went off for coffee.
Saturday started on a sombre note with a memorial service for Peter and Jacqueline Corris from Preston, who died on their
way home from the rally last year. This was followed by the mass ride out, led by a lone piper, to Grantown-on-Spey. A
custom Bike and Fashion Show awaited the return of the riders and then the Aire Valley Chapter meal, attended by 23
people took us through to the evening’s festivities. Celtic Tribal Drumming, more music, a Ceilidh and all topped off by an
excellent firework display.
Sunday, at least for us, was a ‘Duvet Day’. It hissed it down all day, so much to Doc John’s dismay; the highlight was
watching ‘Runaway Bride’ on TV. We managed to stop him ‘self harming’, but only just!! The evening saw more music and
an excellent show, ‘Vampires Rock’. If you haven’t seen it, seek them out on their tour this year. Great fun.
On Monday we took a scenic back route, including gated roads and green lanes across to Loch Ness although were let down
with no appearance of Nessie. Perhaps next year, as we will definitely be returning.
If you haven’t been yet, put it in your diary for next August. A great place to see old friends and to make new ones. Plenty
of Haggis to be had as well!!!

Words and Pics Steve King
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Pics from
Sue Pierce
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When I received the flyer for the Druid Run I thought ‘Why
not?’, and started immediately to gather sponsors. The
Yorkshire Air Ambulance is such a worthy cause.
Before I knew it was Friday June 24th and I was making my
way to Leeds H-D. I was pleased to see that I was riding with
some of my companions from the St Tropez trip in 2010 so I
had a feeling it would be great fun. Must admit though I had
thought there would be more riders supporting this worthy
cause but there you go!
With Mick & Sue Pierce leading the ride we set off for
Lowestoft at 10.30am in 'iffy' weather – not quite raining but
not far off. The run down was great – the weather stayed
fine for us, and we had plenty of stops for fuel - for the bikes
and for us. We rode along the M62 and briefly on the A1,
then picked up the Newark road and headed for Kings Lynn.
Norwich came and went and before long we were in the
grand metropolis of Lowestoft!! We were booked into two great hotels – right opposite each other with the bikes parked
right outside.
The discussions that evening were mainly what time of “silly-o'clock” did we have to get up – the weather forecast was rain,
rain and more rain, so the questions were:
'do we stay in bed and look out of the window at the sunrise'
or 'lets stay in bed late and set off at 8am – no one will know'
or 'lets get up at 3.30am and meet at 4.10am at the bikes'.
Anyway, being the honourable (stupid) people that we all are, we opted for the daftest one – up at 3.30 etc. So, I left my
hotel at about 3.50 to get the bike sorted and yes it was raining, so the boil-in-a-bag wetsuit went on. Most of us were up
well in time to pack the bikes and a chat. 4.10am came and went with one couple absent without leave – not mentioning
any names (won't tell them it was you Mr and Mrs P !!!) – but ok, it was the middle of the night!
We were joined at the hotel by some of the Essex Chapter riders and together we all trooped off to Ness Point, the most
easterly point of England. It was misty, starting to get light and raining, not good! There was no chance of seeing the sun
rise so off we went.
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It rained for the first leg of the journey – all the way to our first port of call which was Newmarket dealership – Black Bear.
Amazingly, the shop was open for us when we got there about 7am ish, with a coffee and burger van causing delicious
smells. It had to be done – we all demolished copious amounts of said refreshments and felt marginally more awake than
when we set off.
The rain continued all the way to Nottingham Robin Hood dealership, but by the time we left there it had lightened up
considerably.
Chesterfield brought sunshine. More coffee needed!! Andy Peel and two fellow road captains from Peak Riders offered to
lead us out to the Stockport dealership, and we set off in sunshine.

They lead us through some fantastic hills and countryside – the most amazing scenery, and good biking roads, so a big
thanks to you for that. We left Stockport with Mick & Sue leading again and headed out on our final leg. (I was definitely
feeling the early start at this point.)
The weather was our friend from then on – getting warmer every mile and we finally hit Southport about 6pm-ish. We
headed for the sea front for the photo-shoot and said our goodbyes to the Essex Chapter members.
Saturday evening was spent at Dukes Folly Hotel in Southport, good chat, good food and plenty of laughs.
All in all another very enjoyable weekend, great company, great riding, and lots of laughs.
All that needs to be done now is....clean the bikes.
Thanks Mick and Sue – loved it.

Words and Pics Alison Dean
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AIRE VALLEY NIGHT AT THE DOGS
MEADOWCOURT STADIUM, DONCASTER
SATURDAY 19 TH NOVEMBER 2011 – 7.30 PM

Following requests from members for another night at the dogs - the
luxurious Private Executive Suite at Meadow Court Stadium has been
booked for SATURDAY 19th NOVEMBER to offer you the 'best seats in the
house' and to give you a full view of the whole track.

The price is £20 per head which will include entrance to the track,
programme, hot/cold buffet supper and “pre Xmas” disco at the end of
racing. Tote facilities are available.

Rooms are available a couple of miles away at The Travel Lodge
Doncaster (M18/M180) - Hatfield Road - Please see www.travelodge.co.uk
for full details.

Group taxis from the hotel will be arranged.
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Large Selection of New and Used parts for Ultra Glide Classic, Heritage
Softail, 1200 Sportster and many other bits and pieces
Exhausts
Heritage Softail Chrome complete system with standard stock cans - unused
Heritage Softail Chrome Half-Loud end cans – as new
Sportster 1200 Custom Full Exhaust System Matt Black – as new
Heritage Softail Parts (from various new bikes striped to make a custom bike)
New Twisted Chrome Gear Shift rod - still in sealed package
Heritage Touring Screen (cut-down by 50mm)
New unused Front Fender, black with grey HD striping
As New Rear Fender, black with red HD striping complete with tail lamp
Front Fat Boy Fender c/w HD Chrome tip (fits all Heritage models)
Front Headlamp unit and back-grille
Standard 2002 Heritage Swing-arm
Heritage Front Lower Arms
Various Chrome Belt guards
Front and rear brake callipers as new c/w brake piping
Rider and Pillion Footplates with mats
Chrome lay-back number plate holder
Various other mirrors, pegs, chrome guards, pipes, nuts/bolts, etc.
Other Harley Parts
Ultra-glide Classic Front Fairing (03 Centenary Colours Silver with Black striping, ideal for a custom paint job)
Ultra Glide Low – cut Sports Touring Screen
1200 Custom Sportster rear Swing arm
Ultra Glide Full wet weather seat covers for rider, pillion and back-box back rest
Pair New V Rod Mirrors in grey
Various Chrome V Rod belt guards
Several items of Gents(XL) and Ladies (14) Jackets, clothing and Harley helmets
Other
2 x Winter Bike Covers for indoor and outdoor use
Honda VFR Stock Screen

Call: Richard Davies – 07876 250847
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Steve King has some Royal Enfield Bullet Spares for sale
Bottom Fork Leg

£32

Headlight Assembly

£10

Kick Start Lever

£11

Gear Shift Lever

£8

Footrest Bar

£6

Headlight Rim

£5

Indicator Assembly

£6

Footrest Rubber

£2

Handlebar Assembly

£10

Rear Brake Pedal

£9

Standard Piston

£15

Brake Lever Assembly

£5

Clutch Lever Assembly

£5

Frame

£250

N EW M EMBERS
I would like to welcome the following new members to Aire Valley UK
Kate Cottle from Leeds (who was the only person to attend the September meeting on a bike) Well done Kate!
Sean Mason from Leeds
Rick Birkby & Sharon Baldwin from Halifax
Marion Blythe from York
Graham & Marina Goodwin from Leeds
Wilf Tattley from Halifax
Paul Zaslona from Leeds
Francis Tharakan from Batley
Thank you for joining our Chapter and if I’ve missed anyone off, I apologise. Come over and tell me at the meeting and I’ll
include you in the next issue.

www.avhog.co.uk
http://picasaweb.google.com/102322754081651743232
for loads of pictures
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